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As I was visiting Budapest with some of my friend’s children we decided to try out the GSRtDCs. The 

research was amazing, but nothing beats a true good old college try as if you are from Missouri. So I 

decided to try it out. These were children I had spent much time with and I could notice the subtle 

changes. But instead of subtle changes, there were dramatic changes. 

Two young boys ages 13 and 16 showed an increase of over plus 5 kilo differences from their known 

previous weight lifting maximums. Two girls we had with us ages 14 and 18 showed over a full second 

increase of speed in the 100 meter dash, also over their previous maximums. The children were amazed 

and later so were their coaches. After just three visits the effects lasted over a few weeks. The parents 

all insisted on monthly regular visits to keep their children’s body electric topped up. Amazing magic, 

well maybe not so much magic as amazing science.  

You see that is just like the little battery in your phone. There is a meter in the phone that tells us the 

amperage charge left, and when it gets too low we must revitalize the battery. We all know what it is 

like when your phone battery gets weak and needs recharged. Well the human body is not exactly the 

same but there are some similarities. The body electric runs on electrical energy to move muscles, 

thinking, and digestion. All body processes have electrical component. As Prof Desire’ Dubounet told us 

“We are all taught in fifth grade that the body is made of atoms. In the outer part of the atom there 

are electrons (negative charged particles) and the inside has protons (positively charged particles). 

The electrons being negative do not touch each other for they repel. So no two atoms can touch each 

other. In fact there are relatively great spaces between atoms. What holds atoms and thus holds us 

together are energetic fields. Why not have a medicine that starts with analyzing the body electric and 

correcting it. If we measure the body voltage, amperage, resistance capacitance, inductance, 

oxidation reduction potential we can see the reactivity or reactance of the body. By measuring the 

body electric and correcting it we can enhance our children to perform better at school and sport.” 

Well I did a simple little intellect speed test. Asking the people remember numbers forward and 

backward. And there was an increase of one or two more numbers in a chain that the four kids could 

remember. It was easier and they could do it faster with less effort. It was plain to me that enhancing 

intellect with the Eductor was also happening.  

And Why not?? There is a body electric and if we top up the battery even just a little the performance 

could be increased. If you review the literature there is a massive amount of research going on that 

validates this science. And the Eductor is the only technology that uses a cybernetic loop. This means it 

measure the body electric variables, and then adjusts the next signal to maximize safety and efficacy. So 

the science of performance enhancement is developing nicely.  For all references dig into the website:  

http://gsrtdcs-school-intellect-sport-enhancement.com  
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